Be smart.
Save money
with USI.

ESSENTIAL
ENERGY
QUESTIONS:
If you answered "No" to any of these
questions, you could be losing
thousands of dollars every month.

SMART ENERGY
EXPENSE
MANAGEMENT
www.utilitysource.ca/

When it comes to energy contracting, do you
know if the lowest price is really the best option?
Do you have a way to scrutinize your invoices for
irregularities, track energy consumption and
accurately forecast the costs?
When you see energy cost changes, do you know
why they are happening?
Does your energy management program actually
pay for itself?
Do you have the expertise to develop and apply
models to accurately assess savings claims?

Contact Utility
Source today:
(888) 515 5455
info@utilitysource.ca
www.utilitysource.ca

WHO IS UTILITY
SOURCE?
We are experienced energy experts
backed by an analytics team and a
process that helps you save money and
reduce demand. We have a long, well
established reputation and pride
ourselves on conducting high integrity,
fully transparent transactions.

THE USI EMP
(Energy Management Program)
A structured and measured approach to
achieving the most competitive price on
energy, along with data-driven energy
demand reduction strategies.
COMPETITIVE ENERGY
PROCUREMENT
Our RFO results in a Summary of Offers where
we coordinate multiple, live offers and conduct a
comparative analysis.

BUDGET FORECASTS
Energy Cost Estimates and budgets leverage our
financial models with your data, ensuring
decisions that are focused on financial impact and
accurate budgeting.

ENERGY MARKET ANALYSIS
Energy Market Updates eliminate the knowledge
gap between energy retailers and you,
interpreting energy market trends to help
establish procurement strategies based on your
risk profile.

ENERGY BENCHMARKING
& CUSTOM ANALYSIS
You can’t manage what you don’t measure! Our
Energy Report Card tracks and improves energy
performance, and helps assess and prioritize
potential energy retrofits.

ENERGY AUDITS & DEMAND
REDUCTION
Use our energy management engineers to
produce a comprehensive Energy Assessment
Report that provides a clear scope of energy use
and identifies energy savings initiatives.

WHAT SETS
US APART
We take a detailed view of your energy
expenses through an analytical lens,
something our competitors won’t do.
We not only save you money and
help improve your energy
performance, we protect you
from being taken advantage
of by service providers.

Leveraging
our insight is
smart energy
expense management
Working with Utility Source gives
you:
The confidence and peace of mind
knowing you have a structured and
continuously managed approach to
handling energy expenses
The backing of a highly experienced
team of energy professionals
dedicated to representing your best
interests with energy retailers and
service providers
Access to analytics services and
decades of industry experience
that can be leveraged to
maximize savings

